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Abstract

Since its launch in 2000, the Cluster fleet visited a vast domain of the circum-terrestrial environment, from upstream solar wind

and distant tail, down to the plasmasphere, scanning in detail all magnetospheric regions during almost two solar cycles. This

led to an unprecedented rich data collection of multi-point measurements which will be used for years to come to decipher the

mechanisms of Solar-Terrestrial interactions.

The large volume of the data gathered by Cluster requires special strategies to make efficient use of it. To address this issue we

constructed a browsable database containing ULF waves and spacecraft formation parameters. Recently, we made this database

accessible at http://plasma.spacescience.ro/cluster.html. Here we present the newly developed tool, discuss the methods used

to derive the parameters and give practical examples.
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Abstract14

Since its launch in 2000, the Cluster fleet visited a vast domain of the circum-terrestrial15

environment, from upstream solar wind and distant tail, down to the plasmasphere,16

scanning in detail all magnetospheric regions during over two solar cycles. This led to17

an unprecedented rich data collection of multi-point measurements which will be used18

for years to come to decipher the mechanisms of Solar-Terrestrial interactions.19

The large volume of the data gathered by Cluster requires special strategies to20

make efficient use of it. To address this issue we constructed a browsable database21

containing ULF waves and spacecraft formation parameters. Recently, we made this22

database accessible at http://plasma.spacescience.ro/cluster.html. Here we23

present the newly developed tool, discuss the methods used to derive the parameters24

and give practical examples.25

1 Introduction26

The Cluster mission (Escoubet et al., 1997), consisting of four identical spacecraft27

flying in formation around the Earth, is the first multi-spacecraft mission to study the28

Earth’s magnetosphere and the near Earth solar wind. Simultaneous measurements29

allowed for the first time to separate spatial from temporal fluctuations and to in-30

vestigate the three-dimensional structures in the Earth’s plasma environment. Each31

spacecraft caries 11 state-of-the-art instruments to measure the surrounding plasma32

properties. One of the key quantities is the magnetic field which is measured by two33

instruments: a searching coil magnetometer (Cornilleau-Wehrlin et al., 1997) to mea-34

sure high frequency fluctuations of the magnetic field and a flux gate magnetometer35

(FGM) (Balogh et al., 1997) to measure low frequency fluctuations. The spacecraft36

were launched in July and August 2000 on polar orbits and they will likely deliver37

science data at least until 2024 when the first spacecraft in the formation enters the38

Earth’s upper atmosphere.39

ULF waves are oscillations of the electromagnetic field occurring in the magne-40

tised plasma around the Earth at frequencies in the order of mHz to Hz, e.g. Glassmeier41

(1995); Pilipenko (1990); Keiling et al. (2016). They play a crucial role in the transfer42

and distribution of the energy coming from the Sun by energising particles, triggering43

reconnection, storing and propagating energy, modifying distribution functions, and44

carrying information between distant regions of the magnetosphere and the solar wind.45

Various wave modes are excited, depending on the local plasma parameters as well as46

on the solar wind conditions, and each wave mode has its particular way of interacting47

with the magnetosphere.48

Estimating the wave parameters is crucial for the wave mode identification and49

for understanding the part played by the waves in the Solar-Terrestrial interaction.50

Many of these parameters, such as the power spectral density, coherency, ellipticity,51

propagation direction can be determined using the magnetic field alone. Other param-52

eters such as the Poynting vector and the phase relation between the magnetic field53

and the particle density, require additional measurements of other physical quantities.54

Until the end of the mission, Cluster will gather the equivalent of over one century55

of single spacecraft data from each instrument. Managing this amount of data poses56

challenges in computing, storing, and searching for relevant events. For instance, only57

obtaining the 2000 to 2018 ULF waves parameters discussed in the following sections58

required more than two months of continuous computing time on the eight threads of a59

3.1 GHz Intel processor. A searchable archive of pre-computed ULF waves parameters60

has the potential to enable event-based and statistical studies otherwise difficult to61

conduct.62
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The multipoint capabilities of the Cluster fleet set it apart from most other63

spacecraft probing the Earth’s magnetosphere and the solar wind. While even merely64

comparing the measurements from two spacecraft is useful in many investigations,65

more sophisticated techniques, such as the wave telescope / k-filtering (Motschmann66

et al., 1996; Pinçon & Motschmann, 1998; Glassmeier et al., 2001) or the curlometer67

(Dunlop et al., 2002) require specific shapes and sizes of the spacecraft formation, and68

their accuracy depends on the geometric parameters of the spacecraft tetrahedron.69

Even though computing these parameters is not as resource-demanding as computing70

the ULF waves parameters, a tool allowing quick estimation of the Cluster tetrahedron71

shape and size represents a useful instrument.72

The remainder of this work is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the deriva-73

tion of the ULF waves parameters and provides the relations used to compute them74

later. Similarly, section 3 discusses the tetrahedron geometric parameters. Section 475

is dedicated to the Cluster Virtual Observatory and describes in detail the archived76

data and the capabilities of the online tool. Section 5 summarises this work.77

2 Derivation of the ULF waves parameters78

Among the fundamental properties of the waves in magnetized plasma are the79

polarization parameters: the polarization degree, the ellipticity, and the orientation of80

the variance ellipsoid. The first step in finding these parameters is finding the principal81

component system of the magnetic field. Though this can be done in various ways, the82

most common approach is based on the analysis of the spectral matrix obtained from83

the Fourier components corresponding to the analysed frequency. For the magnetic84

field B with components Bi, i = 1, . . . , 3, the spectral matrix elements are:85

Sij(ω) =
〈
B̃i(ω)B̃?j (ω)

〉
i, j = 1, . . . , 3 (1)86

where 〈· · · 〉 denotes the average and ? denotes the complex conjugate. The Fourier87

component88

B̃i(ω) =
1

2π

∫
Bi(t)e

−iωtdt (2)89

is approximated by the discrete Fourier transform usually through the Fast Fourier90

Transform (FFT) method.91

Arthur et al. (1976) discuss three methods which can be used to determine the92

polarization parameters of plasma waves. One of those was proposed by Samson93

(1973). This method is based on the decomposition of the spectral matrix in three94

terms: one corresponding to the total polarized part of the wave, one corresponding to95

the partial polarized part of the wave and one corresponding to the non polarized part96

of the wave. From this decomposition, the relative powers of the three polarization97

components of the wave result:98

PT =
λ1 − λ2

Λ
; PP = 2

λ2 − λ3
Λ

; PN = 3
λ3
Λ

(3)99

where λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 are the eigenvalues of the complex spectral matrix S and Λ =100

λ1 + λ2 + λ3. The polarization degree is given by101

P 2 =
1

2Λ

3∑
i,j=1
i<j

(λi − λj)2 (4)102

This method has the advantage of decomposing the data into quantities with clear103

physical meaning. One drawback which could become significant in the context of104

processing large quantities of data is the need of solving the eigenvalue problem for a105

complex matrix, which is more resource demanding than for a real matrix.106
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Santoĺık et al. (2003) applies singular value decomposition (SVD) to the complex107

spectral matrix to derive many wave parameters. The SVD is much easier on resources108

and in addition the proposed method is generalized to naturally include the electric109

field vector, providing more information.110

Other methods discard either the real or the imaginary part of the spectral111

matrix. An example, discussed by Arthur et al. (1976) is the direct determination of112

the direction of the k vector from the imaginary part of the spectral matrix (Means,113

1972):114

k̂l = ±= (Smn) /p l,m, n = 1, . . . , 3; l 6= n 6= m (5)115

where p2 =
∑3
i,j=1= (Sij)2 and the sign is given by the polarization sign.116

Once the direction of the wave vector is determined, the spectral matrix is rotated117

in a coordinate system with the x axis along k̂. This is relatively easy to implement118

numerically and requires less CPU time than needed for the diagonalization of the119

spectral matrix. However, since only the minimum variance direction is provided by120

k̂, the polarization information in incomplete. Also, purely linear polarized waves121

cannot be treated because in this case the spectral matrix is real.122

The third technique considered by Arthur et al. (1976) was proposed by McPher-123

ron et al. (1972) and, in contrast with the Means (1972) method, implies the diagonal-124

ization of the real part of the spectral matrix. The rotation matrix T can be derived125

from the eigenvectors of the real part of the spectral matrix <(S):126

T = [v1,v2,v3] λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3 (6)127

The numerical implementation of the Means (1972) method is relatively straightfor-128

ward and no additional assumptions about the analysed waves are necessary. The129

spectral matrix rotated into the principal variance system becomes:130

J = T ST † (7)131

where † denotes the Hermitic conjugate (complex conjugate transpose).132

The polarization degree is defined as the ratio between the wave coherent power133

and the total power of the wave (Fowler et al., 1967)134

P 2 = 1− 4
det(J )

Tr(J )2
(8)135

For a plane wave described by136

Bx(t) = bxe
iωt (9a)137

By(t) = bye
iωt−π/2 (9b)138

Bz(t) = bz (9c)139
140

the spectral matrix J becomes141

J =

 b2x ibxby 0
−ibxby b2y 0

0 0 0

 (10)142

The ellipticity is defined as the ratio between the two axes of the polarization143

ellipsoid:144

ε = tan
[1

2
arcsin

( 2=(Jxy)√
Tr(J )2 − 4 det(J )

)]
(11)145

The orientation of the maximum variance axis is given by the azimuth angle:146

tan(2φ) =
2<(Jxy)

Jxx − Jyy
(12)147
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The variance analysis alone only provides the direction of the wave vector up to148

the sign. Therefore the sign of the ellipticity in relation to the propagation direction149

remains undetermined as well. However, for waves in magnetized plasma, the the150

convention is to use the magnetic field direction instead of the propagation direction151

as reference for the sign of ellipticity. This is because rotations to the right or to152

the left with respect to the magnetic field bear the physical significance. With this153

convention, the sign of ellipticity is determined from the imaginary part of the spectral154

matrix (Means, 1972).155

The coherency is defined using the spectral matrix elements (Rankin & Kurtz,156

1970):157

γ =

∣∣JxyJyx∣∣∣∣JxxJyy∣∣ (13)158

while, following Song & Russell (1999), the intensity of the coherent part of the wave159

is160

Icoh = λ1 + λ2 − 2λ3 (14)161

Any wave can be decomposed into a sum of left hand polarized and right hand162

polarized waves (Kodera et al., 1977) with the amplitudes given by:163

A± =

√
λ1 − λ3

2
(1± ε) (15)164

From these, the amplitudes of the linear polarized part of the wave and the amplitude165

of the circular polarized part of the wave can be determined166

Alin =
√

2A−A+ (16)167

Acirc =
√∣∣A2

+ −A2
−
∣∣ (17)168

169

Another important wave parameter determined using the magnetic field alone170

is the compression ratio, i.e. the ratio between the power spectral density of the171

oscillations orthogonal to the mean magnetic field (transverse power) and the total172

power spectral density. In a coordinate system with the z axis aligned with the mean173

magnetic field, the compression ratio is174

C =
Px + Py

Px + Py + Pz
(18)175

where Pj is the power spectral density of the component j. The power spectral densities176

for the components are determined from the diagonal elements of the spectral matrix.177

All the parameters discussed above are derived solely from the magnetic field.178

However, the time varying magnetic field of the waves propagating into the plasma is179

coupled with the electric field, and in addition the waves also disturb and are influenced180

by the plasma particle distributions. To analyse the coupling between these physical181

quantities one must generalize the spectral matrix Eq (1) to the cross-spectral matrix182

of two time series, u(t) and v(t):183

Guv(ω) = 〈ũ(ω)ṽ?(ω)〉 (19)184

From the cross-spectral matrix, a number of fundamental quantities characterizing185

the relation between the u(t) and v(t) time series can be derived. One of the most186

important is the phase shift between u and v, for instance between the magnetic field187

module and the particle density:188

ϕuv = arctan(Guv) (20)189
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The coherency between u(t) and v(t) gives the similarity degree of two time190

series. The more stable the phase difference and the amplitude ratio of two signals191

are, the more coherent they are.192

γuv(ω) =
|Guv|2

GuuGvv
(21)193

For a single time series, the coherency Eq. (13) is a particular case Eq. (21).194

The co-spectrum, equal to the real part of the extra-diagonal elements, <(Guv),195

represents the in-phase and opposite-phase part of the signals. The quad-spectrum,196

equal to the imaginary part of the extra-diagonal elements, =(Guv), represents phase-197

quadrature (±π/2 phase difference, advanced/retarded) part of the signals.198

Finally, a key parameter of the ULF waves is the Poynting vector which provides199

the electromagnetic energy flux:200

S(ω) =
1

2µ0
<(Ẽ× B̃?) (22)201

Knowledge of the Poynting vector supports the identification of stationary waves, and202

of energy source and sink regions.203

3 Derivation of the geometric parameters204

All multipoint data analysing techniques depend on the geometric properties of205

the sensor network. The minimum number of measuring points required for deriv-206

ing three dimensional quantities and to differentiate between spatial and temporal207

fluctuations is four, the number of spacecraft in the Cluster fleet. However, not any208

configuration of four spacecraft is appropriate for three dimensional analysis. The209

dimensionality is reduced to 2 if all spacecraft are contained in a plane and to 1 if210

they are aligned along a line. To characterize the configurations lying in between211

these extremes one may use the elongation and planarity parameters derived from the212

volumetric tensor which is defined as (Robert, Roux, et al., 1998):213

Rij =
1

N

N∑
α=1

rαi r
α
j (23)214

where rαk is the component k of the position vector rα of spacecraft α relative to the215

baricenter of the formation,
∑N
α=1 r

α = 0.216

The characteristic dimensions of the tetrahedron are given by the eigenvalues of217

the volumetric tensor R, while the eigenvectors give the orientation of the volumetric218

ellipsoid. For Cluster, N = 4 and the volume of the tetrahedron is given by the219

determinant of the volumetric tensor V = (8/3)
√
|R|. Therefore when |R| = 0, the220

formation is either flattened into a 2D plane or elongated into a 1D line.221

If a1 ≥ a2 ≥ a3 are the eigenvalues, and R1, R2, R3 are the corresponding222

eigenvectors of the volumetric tensor R, the elongation is defined as223

e = 1−
√
a2
a1

(24)224

with the direction given by the eigenvector R1 corresponding to the maximum eigen-225

value. When the elongation approaches 0, the spacecraft tend to be equally distanced226

from each other, when the elongation approaches 1, the tetrahedron shape degenerates227

to a string.228

The planarity is defined as229

p = 1−
√
a3
a2

(25)230
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with the normal to the flattening given by the eigenvector R3 corresponding to the231

minimum eigenvalue. When the planarity approaches 1, all spacecraft are contained232

in a plane.233

The pair (e, p) gives the shape of the formation and determines its dimensionality234

which is of key importance for multi-spacecraft analysis methods.235

The size of the constellation also matters. The characteristic size of the tetrahe-236

dron is the largest dimension of the volumetric ellipsoid237

L = 2
√
a1 (26)238

If the distances between the spacecraft are larger than the correlation length of the phe-239

nomenon being studied, then the measurements become just a collection of unrelated240

single point measurements and can be combined only in a statistical sense. Within the241

correlation length, if the distances between spacecraft are larger than the wavelength242

/ scale of the phenomenon being investigated, spatial aliasing will occur (Sahraoui et243

al., 2010). If the distances between the spacecraft become too small compared with244

the scale of the phenomenon being studied, then the measurements become identical245

and the constellation becomes equivalent with a single point measurement.246

4 The online virtual observatory247

The almost two solar cycles covered by Cluster multipoint magnetospheric mea-248

surements are a valuable resource offering opportunities for unprecedented statistical249

studies, as well as for case studies of common phenomena in extreme or unusual con-250

ditions. For the study of plasma waves over individual time intervals one could use251

dedicated analysing tools such as PRASSADCO (Cornilleau-Wehrlin et al., 2005) to252

compute and visualize the key waves parameters. However, the sheer size of the data253

collected by Cluster over two decades poses new challenges in managing and filtering254

the data. This is why a database containing high level data is essential to make these255

studies possible. The more resource-demanding the computation of the high level256

data is, the more valuable the database becomes. The parameters of the ULF waves257

discussed in Sec. 2 are among the best candidates for such database.258

To take full advantage of the multipoint measurements offered by Cluster, one259

must employ specialised multipoint techniques, such as the curlometer (Robert, Dun-260

lop, et al., 1998; Dunlop et al., 2002) or the wave telescope (Glassmeier et al., 2001)261

which work only for specific geometric configurations of the Cluster tetrahedron. A262

database allowing quick retrieval of these parameters can substantially ease the search263

for (or confirmation of) suitable configurations.264

The magnetic field data used to compute the ULF waves parameters is obtained265

by calibrating locally stored level 0 FGM data using daily calibration parameters pro-266

duced by the TUBS team. Other data such as the electric field and the particle density267

are obtained from the ESA Cluster Science Archive (https://cosmos.esa.int/web/268

csa).269

4.1 ULF waves parameters270

Using measurements of the magnetic field B, electric field E and the spacecraft271

potential (to derive the electron density n (Lybekk et al., 2012) ), 47 parameters char-272

acterising the ULF waves are computed, saved in the database and plotted to enable273

quick browsing. A list of the computed parameters can be found in the Supporting274

Information.275

Before computing the ULF waves parameters, the magnetic field data is prepro-276

cessed to identify data gaps and bad data, and resampled to one vector per second rate.277
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When available, high resolution (25 or 450 vect/s) electric field data are downloaded278

from the CSA. These are also resampled to one vector per second and synchronized279

with the magnetic field data. For the time intervals without high resolution electric280

field data available, low resolution (one vector per 4 seconds) are used. In this case the281

resulting frequency domain is more restricted. The electron density is obtained from282

the spacecraft potential following Lybekk et al. (2012). The advantage over using the283

density delivered by the dedicated particle instruments is the much higher temporal284

resolution and data availability.285

The computed parameters are valid only under certain conditions. For instance,286

all the parameters involving the magnetic field lose their validity when the magnetic287

field variations decrease towards the noise level. A binary mask based on the power288

spectral density is constructed to mark the invalid time-frequency regions. Similarly,289

binary masks are constructed based on the PSDs of the electric field and of the Poynting290

vector, on the polarization degree, on the spectral matrix eigenvalues ratio, on the291

coherency between the magnetic field and the density variations, and on the angle292

between the wave vector and the mean magnetic field direction. Not all masks are293

applied to all parameters, for instance, the last mask (k̂B) is only used to mark as294

bad the computed ellipticity when the wave vector is nearly parallel to the mean295

magnetic field. The masks are saved together with the computed parameters and are296

used to remove the bad values from the plots.297

4.1.1 Plots archive298

The heart of the ULF Observatory is the browsable archive of plots represent-299

ing the wave parameters as daily spectrograms. While all parameters enumerated in300

Sec. 4.1 are saved in the data archive, only a subset of them are part of the plots301

archive. The plots are organized into six sets of seven parameters each. To facilitate302

visual analysis, the first panel for all plot sets shows the time series of the magnetic field303

together with condensed information about the orbit. In addition, the magnetospheric304

regions crossed by the spacecraft and the location of the magnetic foot points when the305

spacecraft orbit intersects closed field lines are encoded by horizontal coloured bars.306

The information about the magnetospheric regions and foot points is obtained from307

the Goddard SSCWeb interface http://sscweb.gsfc.nasa.gov using IGRF internal308

and Tsyganenko 89C external model and is only meant as a rough guide. Many pa-309

rameters appear in multiple sets, therefore the total number of distinct parameters in310

the plots archive is 29. We briefly describe below the default parameter set in the plots311

archive. The other five sets are shown and discussed in the Supporting Information.312

The basic parameters set is illustrated in Fig. 1. The top panel shows the time313

series for the three components of the magnetic field in GSE coordinates. The plotted314

magnetic field is high-pass filtered to exclude periods larger than one hour. To differ-315

entiate between the three components, an offset of 5 nT is added to the x component316

and subtracted from the y component. The three insets on the left show the projec-317

tions of the spacecraft orbit on the GSE (x,z), (y,z) and (x,y) planes with the starting318

point marked by the magenta circle. The coloured bar at the top of the panel indi-319

cates the magnetospheric regions crossed by the spacecraft according to Tsyganenko320

89C (Tsyganenko, 1989) with Kp = 3, in this case dayside magnetosheath during the321

entire interval. Because of departures of the actual Kp index from the constant index322

used, and because of the dynamics of the magnetospheric boundaries, one can clearly323

see from the data that in fact the spacecraft finds itself in the solar wind at the be-324

ginning of the interval and the bowshock moves back and forth several times until325

the spacecraft moves deeper into the magnetosheath. If the spacecraft reaches further326

into the magnetosphere into the closed field lines region, then the foot points in the327

northern and southern hemisphere would be indicated by two coloured bars stacked328
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Figure 1. The basic parameters plot set for C1 on 20th May 2005. From top to bottom: GSE

components of the magnetic field, HP filtered. The insets show the orbit in GSE, the top bar

shows the magnetospheric region; Sum of the PSD of the magnetic field components. The white

lines show the gyrofrequencies of H, He, and O; Azimuth and elevation directions of the wave

vector in GSE; Colour encodes the frequency, grey thick line shows the mean field direction;

Ratio between intermediate and minimum eigenvalue; Polarization degree; Angle between wave

vector and mean field; Ellipticity.
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at the bottom of the panel, not present in this figure, but visible in Fig. S10 showing329

the web interface.330

The first parameter in the set is the total power spectral density of the magnetic331

field fluctuations, defined as the sum of the power spectral densities of the three GSE332

components computed – as all other parameters – using 1 s resolution data and a333

sliding window W of 2048 s with a step ∆t of 256 s. The PSD per Hz per s in the334

time-frequency cell (ν −∆ν/2 to ν + ∆ν/2, t−∆t/2 to t + ∆t/2) for the component335

j is computed as336

Pj(ν, t) = 2W
∣∣B̃j(ν)

∣∣2∣∣∣∣t+W
2

t−W
2

(27)337

where W is the window length in seconds, ∆ν = 1/W is the FFT frequency resolution338

in Hz, ∆t is the sliding step in seconds and B̃j(ν) is the Fourier transform Eq. (2) of339

the magnetic field evaluated in the time interval (t −W/2, t + W/2). The total wave340

energy contained in the (∆ν,∆t) cell is equal with the PSD multiplied by the cell area,341

∆ν∆t: Ecell(ν, t) = 2∆t|B̃j(ν, t)|2.342

The gyrofrequencies of the H, He and O computed from the magnetic field343

smoothed using a boxcar average of 1024 s are plotted on top of the spectrogram344

with white solid, dotted and again solid lines, respectively. The position of the space-345

craft relative to the GSE (x, y) (equatorial) and (x, z) (noon-midnight meridian plane)346

planes is marked at the top of this panel by coloured bars as follows: Red if the angle347

between the position vector and the equatorial plane is less than 10°. Yellow if the348

angle between the position vector and the noon-midnight meridian plane is less than349

10° and the x coordinate is positive (dayside). Green if the angle between the position350

vector and the noon-midnight meridian plane is less than 10° and the x coordinate is351

negative (nightside). None of these conditions occurred during 20th May 2005 there-352

fore no coloured bars are present in Fig. 1 PSD panel. Fig. S10 shows an example when353

the spacecraft orbit intersects both planes.354

The next two panels show the orientation of the wave vector k Eq. (5) as given by355

the azimuth ϕ and by the elevation θ angles in GSE coordinates. The corresponding356

frequencies are colour coded. In both panels the mean magnetic field direction is357

represented with a thick grey line in the background. Because of the uncertainty358

in the sign of k, frequent jumps between opposite directions of the k vector can be359

noticed in the azimuth angle. We could have limited the representation to half-space360

without losing any information, however, in order to show the mean field direction361

together with the wave vector we choose to represent the entire space. Nevertheless,362

we changed the elevation angle to correspond to anti-sunward propagation (|ϕ| ≤ 90).363

With this convention inside the magnetosheath the waves propagate anti-parallel to364

the magnetic field at the beginning and parallel to the magnetic field towards the end.365

Outside the magnetosheath the propagation direction is less well defined. During this366

day the wave propagation direction does not depend on frequency.367

To remove from the plot low power fluctuations we discarded the time-frequency368

cells corresponding to total PSD less than 10−3 nT2 Hz−1 s−1. We applied this power369

mask to all parameters derived from the magnetic field, except the other power spectral370

densities. Moreover, to reduce the noise in the plot we discarded the time-frequency371

cells corresponding to polarization degree below 70%. Finally, because a low eigenvalue372

ratio leads to large errors in the determined wave vector direction we also discarded373

the time-frequency cells corresponding to eigenvalue ratios less than 5.374

The ratio between the intermediate and the minimum eigenvalues of the spectral375

matrix Eq. (1) plotted in the next panel provides useful information about how well the376

wave propagation direction is defined. To properly represent the range of eigenvalue377

ratios we use a logarithmic base 4 representation. All cells below the threshold ratio378
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(equal to 5) are masked out (white) and all values above 80 are plotted with red. Other379

masks applied: PSD.380

The polarization degree Eq. (8) is shown in the next panel. Only the PSD mask381

is applied here. Note that the high polarization domain resembles the large eigenvalue382

ratio domain in the previous panel. Here and in the next two panels the gyrofrequencies383

of H, He and O are plotted with black lines on top of the spectrogram.384

The penultimate panel shows the wave normal angle, i.e. the angle between385

the wave vector and the mean magnetic field computed over the window length W .386

Because of the sign uncertainty we reduced the angles to the [0◦, 90◦] interval. For this387

panel we applied the masks for PSD, polarization degree and eigenvalue ratios with the388

thresholds mentioned above. One can see that during this day most of the waves with389

high polarization and power in the magnetosheath propagate either parallel or anti-390

parallel to the mean magnetic field. In front of the magnetosheath the waves do not391

seem to have a preferred direction with the exception of a short time interval around392

04 UT when the wave vector is orthogonal to the magnetic field for all frequencies.393

The last panel in this set shows the waves ellipticity Eq. (11). For this panel394

we applied the same masks as for the wave normal angle. In addition we masked out395

the time-frequency cells with near orthogonal propagation (αkB ≥ 80◦) because for396

orthogonal propagation the ellipticity is undefined. Most of the parallel propagating397

waves are circularly polarized to the left with some exceptions in the lower frequency398

range close to the bowshock crossings when the polarization is to the right. In front399

of the bowshock no preferred ellipticity is observed with the exception of the waves400

around 04 UT showing linear polarization.401

4.1.2 Data archive402

The daily 330 × 1025 time-frequency matrix for each parameter is saved using403

the Hierarchical Data Format (HDF) standard (Poinot, 2010), together with a low404

resolution plot for quick reference. The corresponding time and frequency vectors,405

details on how the parameter was computed, the reference system, and the units used406

are saved as well in the same HDF file. The total size of the archived parameters is407

over 2 TB. This high level database can be used to automatically search for events408

satisfying certain imposed conditions for case or statistical studies.409

A subset of the low resolution plots meant for quick visual inspection of the410

database content are presented in the Supporting Information. To avoid obscuring po-411

tential significant features, no masks are applied, therefore one should exercise caution412

when interpreting these plots.413

4.2 Geometric parameters414

The geometric parameters characterize the shape and the size of the Cluster415

tetrahedron. They are essential for determining the applicability and for the error416

evaluation of multi-point analysis techniques. In Sec. 3 we introduced the elongation417

and the planarity which condense the shape information for a tetrahedron in an in-418

tuitive fashion. Since both can only take values between 0 and 1, any tetrahedron419

shape corresponds to one point in the unit square of the elongation-planarity diagram.420

Table 1 summarises the possible shapes in the (e,p) space.421

For a long term overview of the geometric parameters of the Cluster tetrahedron422

we produced plots such as the one shown in Fig. 2. Each plot consists of four panels,423

each panel showing the mean inter-spacecraft distance during one year. The shape of424

the formation is encoded in the colour of the plot line, with a colour-key in the upper425

right corner. The colour-key is a representation of the (e,p) space, with the origin426
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Table 1. Shapes in the planarity-ellipticity domain. Adapted from Robert, Roux, et al. (1998).

p
e

0 low intermediate large 1

1 circle ellipse
large pancake elongated pancake knife blade

intermediate thick pancake potato flat cigar
low

ellipsoid
pseudo sphere short cigar cigar

0 sphere rugby ball

line

(0, 0) at the lower left corner, and maximum value (1, 1) at the upper right corner.427

The red colour near origin indicates a nearly regular tetrahedron. The yellow colour428

(large elongation, low planarity) indicates cigar shapes. The green colour indicates429

shapes resembling a long, flat knife blade. The blue colour indicates nearly circular430

flattened pancake shaped formations. The grey colour in the centre indicates irregular431

“potato” shapes. The function chosen to map the (e,p) space to the (r,g,b) space is432

bijective, therefore one can estimate the shape of the tetrahedron at a given moment433

in time from the colour of the corresponding line in the plot.434

Yearly, monthly and daily plots are also provided. Detailed descriptions and435

example plots are included in the Supporting Information.436

4.3 The web interface437

The Cluster virtual observatory for ULF waves is organized into three main438

sections. The ULF quickplots (Fig. S10, http://plasma.spacescience.ro/waves/439

index.html) section offers access to the plots archive discussed in sec. 4.1.1. The440

spacecraft, date, and plot set can be selected using the buttons above the image.441

Below the image, there are links to high resolution JPG or pdf formats of the plots,442

to a catalogue containing the plots for the entire year, and to a text file with details443

about how the plots were produced. This text file is embedded both in the JPG image444

header and in the pdf file.445

The ULF data (Fig. S11, http://plasma.spacescience.ro/waves/spectra-data/)446

section offers access to the ULF waves parameters data archive discussed in sec. 4.1.2.447

The spacecraft, year, month and parameter are selected using the buttons at the top448

of the page. The “go” button displays the low resolution images of the selected pa-449

rameter for the selected month together with links to the HDF files containing the450

archived data.451

The Tetrahedron geometry (Fig. S12, http://plasma.spacescience.ro/waves/452

geometry.html) section offers access to the plots of the geometric parameters of the453

Cluster fleet discussed in sec. 4.2. From the buttons at the top of the page, the desired454

plot can be selected and displayed. Links to high resolution JPG and pdf files as well455

as to a yearly catalogue are provided at the bottom of the page.456

5 Summary and conclusions457

The large volume of data accumulated by the Cluster mission in the last two458

decades is both a valuable resource and a challenge to digest in an efficient manner.459

The many parameters characterizing the low frequency plasma waves are a good ex-460

ample of high level data whose availability have the potential to significantly reduce461

the effort needed to select relevant events or to conduct large statistical studies. If462

multipoint analyses are performed, a possibility to quickly find appropriate spacecraft463
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Figure 2. Geometric parameters of the Cluster tetrahedron between 2005 and 2008. The y

axis shows the mean inter-spacecraft distance and the colour encodes the tetrahedron shape in

the (e,p) domain as given by the colour legend in the upper right.
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configurations is highly desirable as well. The Cluster Virtual Observatory (CVO)464

offers both the high level ULF waves parameters and an optimized interface to graph-465

ical representations of the spacecraft configuration. A browsable database of daily466

plots of the ULF waves parameters allows for a rapid search for significant events and467

provides publication quality images. The main data used to build the CVO database468

is the magnetic field delivered by the Cluster FGM instruments. Additionally, the469

spacecraft potential and the electric field from the EFW instrument are used to com-470

pute specific parameters. For a rough positioning within the magnetospheric regions,471

data from the Goddard SSCWeb is utilised. The Cluster Virtual Observatory can be472

accessed without restrictions at http://plasma.spacescience.ro/cluster.html.473
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Introduction

Here we list all the waves and geometric configuration parameters made available

through the CVO and we present examples of plots archive and screenshoots of the CVO

web interface.

All the parameters are computed in the time frequency domain using (directly or indi-

rectly) a sliding window of 2048 s (34 min and 8 s). The sliding step of 256 s (4 min and

16 s) is one eighth of the window length. For a 24 h interval, 330 evaluations are thus

performed on the time axis. A sample rate of one second results in a Nyquist frequency

of 0.5 Hz. The frequency resolution from the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) method is

equal to the inverse of the window length (1.025 mHz), while the number of frequencies

for which each parameter is computed is equal to half of the window size plus one (1025

frequencies). Therefore, for one day interval of data, each parameter is computed for
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each cell of a 330 × 1025 domain in the time-frequency space. To reduce the statistical

fluctuations a 5 points boxcar (two points to the left and two points to the right) average

over frequency domain is performed for all parameters.

List of ULF parameters available through the CVO

The parameters can be grouped as follows:

• parameters derived from a single physical quantity

? Power spectral densities (PSD)

◦ magnetic field (B)

. PSD of the coherent part

. PSD of distinct components

- x, y, z in the GSE coordinate system

- orthogonal and parallel components in the MFA coordinate system

. PSD corresponding to distinct polarization modes

- linear polarized

- circular polarized

· right hand polarized

· left hand polarized

◦ electric field (E)

. total Power spectral density (sum of the PSDs of the three components)

◦ electron density (n)

. Power spectral density of the electron density fluctuations

? polarization parameters (B)
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◦ coherency between the two principal components

◦ compression ratio

◦ ellipticity

◦ ratio between the intermediate and minimum eigenvalues

◦ polarization degree

? directions obtained from magnetic field variance analysis (B)

◦ angle between the wave vector and the mean magnetic field direction

◦ angle between the wave vector and the poloidal direction in SM coordinates

◦ angle between the wave vector and the radial direction in SM coordinates

◦ angle between the wave vector and the toroidal direction in SM coordinates

◦ azimuth angle of the wave vector in GSE coordinate system

◦ elevation angle of the wave vector in GSE coordinate system

◦ azimuth angle of the maximum variance direction in GSE

◦ elevation angle of the maximum variance direction in GSE

• parameters derived from more physical quantities

? magnetic field - electron density (B, n)

◦ coherency between the magnetic field and density variations

◦ phase shift between the magnetic field module and density variations

◦ co-spectrum between the magnetic field module and density variations

◦ quad-spectrum between the magnetic field module and density variations

? magnetic field - electric field (B,E)

◦ Poynting vector module (S)
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◦ components of the Poynting vector (S)

. x, y, z in GSE coordinate system

. parallel and orthogonal components on the mean B

◦ direction of the Poynting vector

. angle between the Poynting vector and the wave vector

. angle between the Poynting vector and the mean magnetic field

. angle between the Poynting vector and the poloidal direction in SM

. angle between the Poynting vector and the radial direction in SM

. angle between the Poynting vector and the toroidal direction in SM

. azimuth angle of the Poynting vector in GSE

. elevation angle of the Poynting vector in GSE

Description of the wave vector direction set

The first and the last two panels in this set illustrated in Fig. S1 are the same with the

corresponding ones in the Basic parameters set. The total PSD is replaced in the second

panel by the PSD of the coherent part of the fluctuations computed from the coherent

intensity Eq. (14): Pcoh = 2WIcoh.

The two panels in the third row show the direction of the wave vector as scatter plots

in the (θ, ϕ) domain. The time is colour coded. The directions corresponding to 30◦ cones

around the positive and negative directions of the coordinate system axes are plotted

as ellipses for the x and y axes and as horizontal lines for the z axis. The coordinate

system used for the left hand side panel is a Local Magnetic Coordinate (LMC) system

defined starting from the position vector of the spacecraft in the Solar Magnetic (SM)

coordinate system (Laundal & Richmond, 2017): The z axis is defined as the geocentric
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radial direction, the y axis is defined by the cross product of the z axis of the SM coordinate

system and the radial direction: ê′y = êSM
z × ê′z/|ê

SM
z × ê′z|. This axis points eastward

in the toroidal direction. The x axis completes the right handed system and points

southward in the poloidal direction: ê′x = ê′y× ê′z. The LMC system is useful in the inner

magnetosphere where the dipole field dominates. The right hand side panel uses the GSE

coordinate system with the x axis pointed towards the Sun and the y axis in the ecliptic

plane. In accord with the conclusions drawn from the previous plot set, the propagation

direction is not well defined in front of the bowshock (black and cyan colours). Inside

the bowshock it seems that the waves prefer to propagate in the poloidal-toroidal plane,

avoiding radial propagation. Together with the position in the dayside magnetosheath,

this suggests that in this case the waves propagate more along the magnetosheath than

in the cross-magnetosheath direction. Considering the (anti)parallel to the magnetic field

propagation found previously, this reflects the draping of the magnetic field lines around

the magnetopause.

The parallel propagation can also be observed in the next two panels which are similar

with the panels showing the wave vector direction in the previous plot set. The difference

is the coordinate system which now is the LMC system. The θ angle made with the radial

direction shows a preference towards 90◦. The ϕ angle made with the poloidal-toroidal

plane is reduced to angles corresponding to inward propagation (θ ≥ 90◦).

Description of the B MFA set

Mean Field Aligned (MFA) related parameters are shown in Fig. S2. The top panel is

similar with the top panels from the previous discussed plot sets but now the magnetic

field time series are represented in the MFA coordinate system. This system has the z axis
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aligned with the mean magnetic field vector. The mean magnetic field vector is computed

using a boxcar average with the width equal to the sliding step W/8 = 256 s used to

compute the PSD. The y axis is orthogonal to the mean magnetic field - position vector

plane: êMFA
y = êGSE

r × êMFA
z /|êGSE

r × êMFA
z | and in the inner magnetosphere points roughly

in the westward azimuthal direction. The x axis completes the right-handed system:

êMFA
x = êMFA

y × êMFA
z , roughly radial in the inner magnetosphere. The x and y directions

can substantially deviate from the azimuthal and radial directions in the vicinity of the

cusp regions and outside the dipolar field and they take more or less arbitrary directions

outside the magnetosphere and in disturbed regions.

The three panels below the time series panel show the power spectral densities for

the three components of the magnetic field in the MFA system. In our case, x and y

(radial and azimuthal) directions concentrate most of the wave energy, while little energy

is contained in the fluctuations parallel to the mean magnetic field. This is made more

obvious by the next panel which illustrates the compression ratio C Eq. (18). Most of

the magnetic field fluctuations are clearly perpendicular, with the exception of some low

frequency fluctuations close to the bowshock crossings and of the waves around 04 UT.

Though the parameters shown in the last three panels are not directly related to the

MFA coordinate system, we coose to include them in this set. The wave normal angle and

ellipticity were discussed above. The coherence Eq. (13) is equivalent with the polarization

degree Eq. (4) only when the noise contribution is isotropic. See e.g. Jones (1979).

Description of the B – density set

This set, illustrated in Fig. S3, shows the parameters related to the electron density

fluctuations. Because of time resolution and data availability restrictions of the particle
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instruments we derive the electron density from the spacecraft potential using the relations

provided by Lybekk et al. (2012). The exact parameters used to derive the electron density

were only determined up to 2010. From 2010 on we use the 2010 parameters. This means

that the estimated electron density can deviate from the real one. However, the most

important density related parameters, the coherence and the phase difference between

the magnetic field and density fluctuations are independent on eventual offset or scaling

errors in the density. Therefore these parameters are also reliable after 2010. The co- and

quad-spectrum values are affected by these errors, but they still describe qualitatively the

relation between the magnetic field and the density.

The black line in the top panel shows the magnetic field magnitude smoothed using a

sliding window of 1024 s. The red line shows the density. The total PSD of the magnetic

field in the next panel is the same as the one in Fig. 1 with the addition of the electron

density over-plotted with the yellow line using logarithmic scale. The power spectral

density of the density fluctuations computed using the same procedure as for the PSD of

the magnetic field is shown in the next panel.

The coherency between the magnetic field fluctuations and the density fluctuations , γBn

computed from Eq. (13) is plotted in the next panel, with values below 0.6 masked out.

The power and polarization masks are applied as well. The coherency is mostly low inside

the magnetosheath , but somewhat larger in front of the magnetosheath. Even for these

relatively low values, there is still coherent interaction between the field and the particles as

reflected by the magnetic field - density phase differences plotted in the panel below. The

colours are assigned to the phase difference ∆ϕBn = ϕB − ϕn as follows: red for opposite

phase (−180,◦−135◦) and (135◦, 180◦), blue for in phase oscillations (−45◦, 45◦), yellow for
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retarded magnetic field oscillations (45◦, 135◦), and green for retarded density oscillations

(−135◦,−45◦). In addition to the power and polarization masks, a mask for coherency

γBn < 0.5 was applied. The larger coherency in front of the magnetosheath is reflected

in much more stable phase differences across the time-frequency domain as inside the

magnetosheath. Here, the field oscillate in opposition to the density, indicating consistent

coupling between field and particles. Inside the high polarization time-frequency domains

in the magnetosheath, the density fluctuations seem to be retarded from the magnetic

field fluctuations, suggesting that the magnetic field drives the density and not the other

way around.

The last three panels in this set are the same as those in the basic parameters set in

Fig. 1.

Description of the Poynting vector direction set

This set, illustrated in Fig. S4, aims to show the direction in which the waves energy

flows. The magnetic field time series in the first panel is the same as in Fig. 1. The

next panel shows the module of the Poynting vector Eq. (22), with no mask applied. The

electric field measured by the Electric Field and Wave Experiment (EFW) (Gustafsson

et al., 1997) is downloaded from the CSA at a resolution of 25 vectors per second when

available, otherwise a much lower resolution of one vector each 4 s is used. One should

consider the caveats of the electric field instrument before interpreting these plots. For

instance since the end of 2001 only three probes are functional on Cluster 1, same applies

to Cluster 3 after mid 2002, and to Cluster 2 after mid 2007. The v ×B electric field is

removed and no field-aligned electric field is allowed.
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The four panels below, showing the direction of the Poynting vector, are similar and

use the same coordinate system as for the wave vector direction in Fig. S1. However,

in contrast with the wave vector direction, no sign uncertainty exists, and the Poynting

vector direction is much more confined indicating a clear anti-sunward flow of the energy

in the GSE (θ, ϕ) right hand side plot and a westward toroidal flow in the left hand

side plot. Remarkably, the energy flows in this direction during the entire day, despite

increasing distance to the equatorial plane. Data points with the Poynting vector module

below 0.5 µW km−2 Hz−1 were discarded, and power and polarization masks were applied.

The penultimate panel shows the angle between the Poynting vector and the mean mag-

netic field in the time-frequency domain. Unlike the wave normal angle plotted in Fig. S1,

which for the polarized waves inside the magnetosheath keeps a constant (anti)parallel

direction to the magnetic field, the Poynting vector changes from anti-parallel near the

bowshock to parallel towards the end of the interval reaching in the process large angles

to the magnetic field.

Description of the Poynting vector MFA set

The first two panels of this last set of plots shown in Fig. S5, are the same as the first two

panels in Fig. S1, and the last panel is the same as the Poynting vector - mean magnetic

field angle panel in Fig. S4. The remaining panels show the total power spectral density of

the electric field, the components of the Poynting vector in the mean field aligned system

defined for the B MFA plot set, and the angle between the wave vector and the Poynting

vector, reduced to (0◦, 90◦) due to the sign uncertainty.

Description of the yearly, monthly and daily configuration plots
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Yearly overview plots for the entire mission duration are provided, an example being

shown in Fig. S6. These are similar with the four years plots but are separated on months

and in addition the trajectories in the (e,p) domain are also plotted inside the right hand

side colour keys.

A more detailed view of the tetrahedron geometry is offered by the monthly plots. The

plot for January 2005 is shown in Fig. S7. The projections of the orbit of the formation

barycentre on the three GSE planes allow for a quick estimation of the tetrahedron shape

for different magnetospheric regions, while the size of the tetrahedron together with the

corresponding colour encoded shape is shown in the fourth panel. To aid linking of the

line colour with the (e,p) space and to give a better overview of which regions of the (e,p)

space are being visited during the month, the trajectory in the shape space is plotted with

white in the colour-key.

The most detailed view of the geometric parameters is given by the daily plots. Fig. S8

is an example for 1st of January 2005. To give an overview of the magnetic field measure-

ments the top panel shows the magnetic field magnitudes measured by the four spacecraft

(C1 - black, C2 - red, C3 - green, C4 - blue). The magnetospheric regions in which each

spacecraft finds itself are represented by the coloured bars at the bottom of the panel.

Top bar for C1, bottom bar for C4. The magnetospheric regions are determined from the

Goddard SSCWeb interface http://sscweb.gsfc.nasa.gov using IGRF internal and

Tsyganenko 89C external model. The six inter-spacecraft distances are presented in the

next panel, followed by the geocentric distances for all spacecraft an for the barycentre

of the formation. The fourth panel shows the degeneration degree, defined as the radial

coordinate in the (e, p) domain: 0 ≤
√
e2 + p2 ≤

√
2. A small degeneration indicates a
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near regular tetrahedron. The degeneration increases as the tetrahedron departs from the

regular shape. The bottom left plot shows the trajectory in the (e,p) domain with the

time colour coded. The projections of the orbit on the GSE (x,y), (x,z), and (y,z) planes

and the geocentric distance of the barycentre are shown in the four bottom right plots.
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Figure S1. The wave vector direction plot set for C1 on 20th May 2005. The top and bottom

two panels are the same as in Fig. 1. The second panel shows the PSD of the coherent part of

the magnetic field. The third raw shows the wave vector orientation in the LMC system (left)

and in GSE (right). The two panels below show the wave vector orientation in the LMC system.

The mean magnetic field is plotted with the thick grey line.
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Figure S2. The B MFA plot set for C1 on 20th May 2005. The top panel is similar with

the top panel in Fig. 1. The three panels below show the PSD of the magnetic field in the MFA

system. The next two panels show the compression ratio and the coherency. The last two panels

are the same as in Fig. 1.
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Figure S3. The B - density plot set for C1 on 20th May 2005. The top panel shows the module

of the magnetic field (black) and the plasma density (red), both smoothed with a 512 s window;

The second panel is the same as the second panel in Fig. 1 with the addition of the plasma density

shown by the yellow line; The third panel shows the PSD of the density fluctuations; The fourth

panel shows the coherency between the magnetic field and the plasma density fluctuations; The

fifth panel shows the phase difference between the magnetic field and the density fluctuations.

The bottom three panels are the same as in Fig. 1.
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Figure S4. The Poynting vector direction plot set for C1 on 20th May 2005. The top and

bottom panels are same as in Fig. 1. The second panel shows the PSD of the Poynting vector

module and the gyrofrequencies of H, He, and O. The two panels in the third raw are similar

with those in Fig. S1 but instead of the wave vector direction show the Poynting vector direction.

The next two panels show the Poynting vector direction in the LMC system. The second panel

from bottom shows the angle between the Poynting vector and the mean magnetic field.
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Figure S5. The Poynting vector MFA plot set for C1 on 20th May 2005. From top to bottom:

Magnetic field in MFA system; PSD of the coherent part of magnetic field fluctuations; Sum

of the PSD of the electric field components; Radial, azimuthal, and parallel components of the

Poynting vector in the MFA system; The angle between the Poynting vector and the wave vector;

The angle between the Poynting vector and the mean magnetic field.
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Figure S6. Yearly overview of the mean separation and tetrahedron shape for 2005. The

tetrahedron shape is colour encoded and the trajectories in the (e,p) domain are plotted with

white in the colour-keys for each month.
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Figure S7. Orbit and geometric parameters of the Cluster tetrahedron during May 2005.

The orbits of the formation barycentre are plotted in GSE coordinates and colour codded for the

shape with the colour-key in the lower left. The trajectory in the (e,p) plane is shown with white

in the colour-key.
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Figure S8. Daily plot for 20th May 2005. From top to bottom: Magnetic field module for

the four spacecraft and the magnetospheric regions from SSCWeb. Inter-spacecraft distances.

Radial distances for the spacecraft and for the formation barycentre. Degeneration degree of the

tetrahedron. Bottom left plot: trajectory in the (e,p) domain, colour encodes the time. Bottom

right four plots: barycentre orbit in GSE and barycentre radial distance.
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Figure S9. Subset of low resolution quick-view plots for the HDF data archive. No masks are

applied. The first panel shows the power spectral density of the linear polarized part of the waves,

Plin = 2A2
lin, with the amplitude of the linear part, Alin from Eq. (16). The PSD of the circular

polarized part of the waves is shown next. The circular polarized waves are further divided into

the left Pleft = 2(A2
left − A2

right)|>0 and the right Pright = 2(A2
right − A2

left)|>0 polarization in the

following two panels. The co- and quad-spectrum of the magnetic field - density fluctuations

are shown in the next row. The following three rows show the directions of the magnetic field

maximum variance, wave propagation direction, and Poynting vector in GSE coordinates. The

last two panels show the maximum and the minimum eigenvalues of the magnetic field spectral

matrix.
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Cluster virtual observatory for ULF waves
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Figure S10. The plots section of the CVO.
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Cluster virtual observatory for ULF waves
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Figure S11. The data section of the CVO.
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Cluster virtual observatory for ULF waves
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Figure S12. The tetrahedron geometry section of the CVO.
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